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EDGE STIFFENERS FOR COLD-FORMED STEEL MEMBERS 
1 2 3 Desmond, T. P., PekBz, T. and Winter. G. 
ABSTRACT 
An effective width approach is presented for predicting ulti .. te strengths 
of thin-walled co.pression el..ents with edge stiffeners. In conjunction with 
procedures for predicting ultimate strengths, a require.ent for adequate stiff-
ener rigidity ts given. Stiffener adequacy ts assessed as that stiffener 
rigidity for which the ·ulttMate strength of an edge stiffened el..ent equals 
that of an elenent of st•tlar diMensions and .. terial properties but supported 
by a web at the stiffener location. Critical and post-critical behavior of the 
assembly are studied analytically and experiMentally; however, the stiffener 
requirt~~ent ts developed based prilaartly on the experiMental results. SiiiPle 
forMUlations for assessing the perfon.ance of the stiffener and plate el ... nts 
are presented. 
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2) Associate Professor and Manager of Structural Research, Cornell University, 
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EDGE STIFFENERS FOR COLD-FORMED STEEL MEMBERS 
1 2 3 Desmond, T. P., PekUz, T. and Winter, G. 
J.~~nt~n. 
Local buckling ts an f•portant and usually a governing .ade of behavior 
of thfa-walled Mtal metnbers. One way to enhance the local buckltng strength 
ecoROIIIically ts to add longitudinal stiffeners to the flat plate COIIIponents 
of the thfn-welled llelllbers. The ten11 longitudinal iiiiPlfes that the stiffener 
fs parallel to the direction of the applied in-plane co.pressive load. Longi-
tudinal stiffeners are widely used in thin-welled COIIPQnents of structural 
shapes cold-fo..-d fr'OIII ltght gage structural steel sheets. The investigation 
that is reported herein deals with the structural behavior and strength of 
such longitudinally stiffened steel llll!lllbers. 
The cross-sections of typical cold-for~~~ed structural shapes are COIIIPOSed 
of stiffened and unstiffened plate ela.ents. The fonaer ela.ent is supported 
along both longitudinal edges, such as the flange of the hat section shown in 
Fig. 1. The latter ts supported on one longitudinal edge and free at the other, 
such as in the flange of the channel section also shown in Fig. 1. Due to the 
lack of longitudinal support at one edge of the unstiffened eleaent, its critical 
buckling stress and ulti.ate strength are considerably .aller than those of a 
stiffened el-nt of si•flar dfMnsions and •terfal properties. It ts, there-
fore, advantageous to add a longitudinal stiffener fn the for~~ of a straight 
1 ip or L shape to the free edge of the unstiffened ele..nt, thereby transfon~ing 
fts behavior into that of a stiffened el~t. Such a longitudinal stiffener 
1) Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, CA, for~~erly Research Assistant, 
Cornell Unfversfty, Ithaca, N.Y. 
2) Associate Professor and ,..nager of Structural Research, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
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ts ca.10nly referred to as an edge s11ffener. The post-bucltlfn9 stress dh.tri · 
button and buckling 110de of unstiffened. stiffened and edqe stiffened ele.en::!. 
are shown fn Fig. 1. 
Only edge stiffened ele~~ents will be discussed in this paoer. Ho~ver. 
the NOrlt on which this paoer is based did include plate elements with inter-
Mediate stiffeners. 
The behavior of plate eleDents was studied analytically and experimentally. 
However. the edge stiffener requfre~~ent has been developed primrtly on the 
basts of the experi .. ntal investigation. In conjunction with the stiffener re-
quireMent ... thods for predicting ultimate strengths are formulated for elements 
with either adequate or less than adequate size stiffeners. It fs fiiiPlied that 
the ultiMate strength of a plate el-nt with an adequate edge stiffener 1s 
equal to that of a stiffened eleMnt. 
@!!!!!!9.!.J,.li~ Stiffened El-nt 
~ritical Buckling 8ehavior. TNO interrelated yet fundaMentally different buck-
ling ..,des characterize the behavior of edge stiffened elements. One ts the 
stiffener buckling .,de. where fnstabflfty is initiated by buckling of the 
stiffener in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the n~ :.te i t ts fntendud 
to support. For this .ode. instability of the stiffener will necessarily indur.e 
st•ltaneous local bucklfng of the flange. The second 1110de ts t.he local plate 
buc:klfng 110c1e. where instabflity fs initiated by local buckling nf the flat 
plate ele~ents. as though th11 are siMPlY supported alonq their longitudinal 
edges. Both of these bucklfng 110cles are illustrated !>chematically in Fig. 2. 
There ts no single critical bucklfng equation that characterltes both 
stiffener and local plate bucklinq 1110des; consequently. tNO lndPpcndo:nt critical 
buckling analyses are necessary to depict the behavior of edge stiffened c•-
pression ele~ents. For the stiffener bucklfng 110de and for the local plate 
buckling 110de. the critical buckling equations are given in Refs. 2 and 9. 
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respectively. The derivations of these equations are adequately documented 
in the literature and are not given here. 
The solution of the deter~~fnental equation for both buckling modes can be 
given as a relationship between the buckling coefficient kw and the aspect 
ratio + . Here the subscript w indicates that the buckling coefficient and 
w 
aspect ratio are expressed as functions of the flange width w. The relation-
ship between kw and •w takes the fol"'ll of a 'garland' shape curve for both 
stiffener and local buckling equations. Several curves are shown for both 
critical buckling modes in Fig. 3. where each curve represents a different 
nwaber of buckling waves. There are t.o local •ini• shown in Fig. 3a. For 
relatively SM11 size stiffeners. the secondary local 11ini1U1 1s sMller as 
shown in the figure. For large stiffeners. the priMry local 111fnf ... .ould be 
smaller. Several quantitative buckling coefficient curves shown in Fig. 4 
illustrate this point. For clarity. only curves fOr a sinqle half wave length 
are shown fn the figure. Each curve represents a different edge stiffener 
stze for the 1 fpped channel sect ton shown fn the figure. 
For both the stiffener buckl fng and local plate buckl fng equations. the 
mfnt ... buckling stress coefficients are plotted fn Ffg. 5 for various ca.bfna-
tfons of stiffener size Ds and flange width w. Ds fs the flat width d plus 
the corner radius at the juncture. Frora this figure. the influence of the 
edge stiffener on the crftfcal buckling strength of the flange can be cate-
gorized as follows: (1) The flexural rigidity of relatively sall stiffeners 
(Ds'w less than about .12 fn the ffgure) fs not sufficient to support the plate~ 
consequently. the assellbly buckles fn the stiffener buckling ••· Here the 
secondary local 11fnf111.111 fn Ffg. 3a governs the •tnt- buckling stress. 
(2) For ~derately large Ds'w ratios (Ds'w between .12 and .4). sf•ltaneous 
stiffener and local plate buckling fnftfate crftfcal buckling of the asseably. 
The prt•ry local •tnt- buckl fng coefffcfent fn Ffg. 3a approaches four 
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as,YR~Ptotically as the stiffener riqidity increases. The secondary local •iniiUI 
buckling coefficient is larqer than or equal to four in this range. For all 
practical purposes. however. buckling is initiated by siMUltaneous local pl•te 
and stiffener buckling. (3) ForD /w ratios larger than about .4. critical 
s 
buckling ts initiated solely by local plate buckling. Here the 11ini- buckling 
coefficient is governed by the local plate buckling equation. 
For the latter case. local fnstabtl tty of the edge stiffener interacts wfth 
the to-be-stiffened flange and fnftfates a pre.ture local buckling of that 
el-nt. It ts note•rthy that appropriately shaped edge stiffeners other than 
straight lfp stiffeners are not fn general prone to local buckl fng interaction. 
and for such stiffeners. excessively large stiffener di .. nstons do not affect 
adversely the critical buckling stress of the ass.-bly. 
Post-buckling Behavior. A geo.etric nonlfneer finite el ... nt analysts was 
•ployed in an tnvestfgatfon of the post-buckl fng behavior of edge stiffened 
assemblies. The ffnite ele~~ent solution developed fn Ref. 0 cOMbines a one-
step fnc....,.tal (tangent stiffness) approach wfth one iteration tn the Newton-
Raphson Mode for the sol~tfon of the algebraic equations. 
Results are given in Fig. 6 for an analysts of several edge stiffened 
assemblies having flange and web flat wfdth to thickness ratfos (w/t) equal to 
97.6 and stiffener flat width to thickness ratfos (d/t) ranging between 2 and 
18.2. For these ass.blfes. the 110st representative d1splac-nt to assess 
the post-buck11ng behavior fs the deflection of the stiffener-flange juncture 
fn a direction perpendicular to the edge stiffened flange COIIPOnent. Ideally. 
the flange can be treated as a stiffened cOMPression el...,.t ff the longitudinal 
stiffener 1s sufficiently rigid to prevent no,_l deflections at this juncture. 
T~ observations regarding the behavior of edge stiffened ass~lies can 
be drhft fro~~ thts analysts. (1) The stiffener-flange juncture does not ,_in 
stNfght fn the post-buckltng l'lngt but deflects no,_l to the plane of the 
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flange. This post-buckling behavior is not restricted to relatively uall 
stiffeners but in general occurs for stiffeners of all sizes. Apparently for 
stiffeners that are above a certain required •ini.u. or characteristic rigidity, 
the stiffener-flange juncture deflects at or very near the critical stress cor-
responding to kw • 4. For those that are below this characteristic rigidity, 
the juncture deflects at a critical stress corresponding to kw less than 4. 
(2) An increase in the flexural rigidity of the stiffener be,yond this charac-
teristic rigidity decreases but does not ca~pletely suppress post-buckling 
deflections of the stiffener-flange juncture. The fact that the juncture de-
flects, even for very rigid stiffeners, has iiiPlications regarding the flange 
ele.ent's ulti .. te strength capacity. 
Experi .. ntal Investigation 
A series of tests were perfor.ed to experi.entally stuQ the 
.critical and post-critical behavior of edge stiffened ~ression eleMents. 
The tests consisted of stub colu.n and ~ speci.ens. (A stub colu.n is a 
colu.n .ttose length is sufficiently short to Drevent overall buckling but long 
enough to pel'llit local buckling of the individual COIIIPOnent plates.) The stub 
colu.ns consisted of lipped channels and hat sections, and the ~ of edge 
stiffened I sections, fabricated by placing two lipped channels back-to-back. 
For all the spec:i•ns, the edge stiffener was a straight lfp. The cross-
sectional di.ensions, .. terial Jlf'OPerties, and ultt .. te strength of each speci-
Mn are given in Table 1, and their cross-sectional shapes are shcMa in Fig. 7. 
The tests were intended to assess only the influence of the edge stiffener 
on the behavior of the flange. For this reason, local buckling of the web, 
which •ight adversely influence the behavior of the flange, was prevented. This 
was achieved by fabricating the speci.ens such that a double thickness web 
(Fig. 7) wuld be fully effective. EpoQ CCIIIbined with rivets or screws ware 
used reliably at Cornell in previous experi.ental MOrk and .. intained adequate 
bond fn this investigation. 
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For test series E-21.4 and E-23.9, the ends of the stub col.-.s were 
ground and set against ground bearing plates prior to loading fn a hydraul fc 
testing •chine. For the other stub-col.- test series, the cross-sections 
were too large to be ground, and these specf•ns were •lcled to end plates. 
For the bea. specf•ns the test set-up fs shown fn Ffg. 8. 
Strain gages were placed at •id-hefght of the stub col.- and fn the 
central region of the -. specf-.ns to establish an approxt .. te stress distri-
bution across the section and to dete,.fne when local and/or stiffener buckl fng 
occurred. In acldft1on for test series E-45.6, dfal gages .. sured deflections 
at the stiffener flange juncture fn a direction perpendicular to the edge 
stiffened flange el ... nt. 
In Ffg. 9, experimentally observed critical buckling stresses obtained 
f~ strain gage readings are e011pared with those obtained fi'OII the crftf.:al 
buckl fng analysts. Experf-.ntal buckl fng stresses wre obtained by the strain 
reversal •thod (Ref. 7). Due to the scatter fn buckling stresses in test 
series E-133, this series fs not ca.pared with the analytically detenafned 
values. The fnftfal 1.-rfecttons, Witch were mre prevalent fn flat plate 
el ... nts with larger w/t ratios, are the probable cause of scatter in this 
series. Except for thfs series, however, the correlation between the experf-
-.ntal and analytically predicted critical buckling stresses fs satisfactory. 
The post-buckling behavior of edge stiffened ele.ents wes expert .. ntally 
investigated by observing out-of-plane deflections of the flange at its stiffener-
flange juncture. In Fig. 10 the deflections at this juncture for three repre-
sentative specf.ens in test series E-45.6 are shown. The larger edge stiffener 
of spect .. n E-45.6-15 (45.6 and 15 are the w/t and d/t ratios) showed a slight 
tendency to deflect but retarded effectively any post-buckling deflections at 
tts juncture with the flange. On the other hand, the .. ner stiffeners for 
spect-.ns E-45.6-5 and E-45.6-8.05 wre unable to keep the flange-stiffener 
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Juncture fro. deflecting prior to failure in a direction nonaal to the plane 
of the flange. The experi~~ental post-bucltlinq behavior for test E-45.6-B.IJS 
is also ca.pared ~th the results of the finite eleMent analysts in Fig. 11. 
and they are in reasonable agree.ent. 
T..o other exper1Mntal studies are reported in Refs. 3 and 12, and in 
Table 2 the results of these studies are presented. The pertinent cross-
sectional geo~~etry for these spect..,.s is identified in Fig. 12. 
UltiMte Strenqth Consideret1.9.!!! 
In the following. procedures based on an effective width approach are 
foi"'IUlated for predicting ultiMte strengths of (a) el-nts that have adequate 
stiffener rigidity and (b) those that do not. In a subsequent section. 
foi"'IUlas for establishing required stiffener rigidities will be given. It will 
beco. apparent in the following develo~t that the procedures for !Jredicting 
ult1Mte strength and for assessing an adequate stiffener rigidity are inter-
dependent. 
In general, the procedure for predicting ulti11ate strength of IM!IIIbers con-
taining edge sttffened eleMnts is to treat the section as an assetllbly of 
stiffened and unsttffened ca.presston el..ants and then to predtct the ultiMte 
strength of each CQIIPOnent el_,.t by an effecttve width approach. 
Earlier research by Winter (ll) provtded an experiMntal .,dtftcatton of 
von Karman's relattonshtp (10) for effecttve width of stiffened ~resston 
el..nts. Later he (13) revised that equation slightly for design use tn Ref. 1 
The following ts • genereltzatton of thts .,,.. recent effective ~dth equatton: 
weff • 0.95t J~YEll - 0.209(t/w) RJ (1) 
whtch is valid for 
(w/t) > .64 /:Y E • (2) 
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With k equal to 4, Eqn, 1 is the expression currently used in the AISI speci-
w 
fication for stiffened el ... nts. 
More recently Kalyanara•n (5) at Cornell has shown that Eqn. 1 with an 
appropriate buckling coefficient can be used to predict satisfactorily the 
effective widths of unstiffened elements as well. Therefore, in the following, 
effective widths of both stiffened and unstiffened el..ents w111 be deten~ined 
by this equation. 
Depending on the degree of support, the edge stiffened el-nt is categorized 
as adequately stiffened, partially stiffened, or unstiffened. These categories 
are defined below, and the asst~~Ptions for buckling stress coefficients of each 
are given. 
AdequatelY Stiffened Ele~~ent. An edge stiffened el-.nt is adequately stiffened 
if the edge stiffener is of sufficient flexural rigidity such that the ultfl~ate 
strength of the flange equals that of an identical flange ..tlich is stiffened by 
webs on both longitudinal edges. 
For these elenents, the buckling stress coefficient for the flange is 





Ds'W > 1/4 
The latter equation for (~>a.s. is based on experi~~ental evidence (Fig. 9). 
It accounts for the interaction of local buckltng between stiffener and flange, 
..tlich was shown in Ref. 4 to affect adversely the ulti•te strength of the 
asseMbly. If, however, the plate 1s adequately stiffened by an appropriately 
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shaped edge stiffener other than a straight lip, (k >a s is given by Eqn. 3 w •• 
for all Dsfw· 
The contribution of the edge stiffener to the ultiNte strength of the 
assetllbly ts also detennined by the effective width approach. For an adequately 
stiffened ele.ent, the buckling stress coefficient for the straight lip stiffener 
can be taken as 
kd • 0.425 (5) 
which is the theoretical value for an unstiffened el_,.t siiiPlY supported on 
one edge. If the stiffener is other than a straight ltp, it is assa.ed to be 
fully effective. The effective widths of the flange and stiffener are then 
deten.ined using Eqn. 1 with the appropriate buckling coefficient. 
Partially Stiffened Ele.ent. An edge stiffened CCIIIPression el...,.t 1s partially 
stiffened if the flexural rigidity of the stiffener ts insufficient to pen.it 
the ulttNte strength of the flange to equal that of an identical flange stiff-
ened by webs on both longitudinal edges. 
The ulti•te strength of these ele.ents ts bounded by the ulti•te strength 
of a stiffened elenent and an unstiffened el ... nt of the s ... di..nsions. SiMi-
larly the buckling stress coefficient of a partially stiffened el ... nt (k ·)P s w •• 
ts also bounded by the buckling stress coefficients of an adequately stiffened 
ele.ent (kw>a.s. and an unstiffened el ... nt (kw>u.s.· The buckling coefficient 
for the adequately stiffened elenent is ~iven by Eqn. 3 or 4 and that fOr the 
unstiffened el-nt is between .425 and 1.27. depending upon the rotational 
restraint provided at the supported longitudinal ~. For instance, the theo-
retical buckling coefficient for a square channel is 
(k) •0.85 w u.s. (6) 
In order to design partially stiffened el ... nts, it ts necessary to provide 
an equation that predicts (k )P 1 without recourse to a detailed critical buckling w •• 
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analysts. The following expression is a close fit (Ftg. 13} of the theoretical 




• predicted buckling stress coefficient for 
partially stiffened el..ents; 
• IIQIIent of inertia of stiffener about tts centrofdal 
axts parallel to the flange eleNnt; 
• characteristic stiffener centrofdal .o.ent of 
inertia at which critical buckling of the a~s.-bly 
ts tn1t1ated by sf•ltaneous stiffener and local 
plate buckling; 
and (kw} s and (lr } are as given above. The equation was obtained by a. • ~ u.s. 
(7} 
fitting a quadratic expression between theoretical values for (k } at ts/1* w p.s. s 
equal to zero and one. 1; ts the adequate stiffener rtg1d1ty based on a criterion 
of crtttcal buckling then. However. as wtll be shown subsequently when the 
fl•nge w/t ratio exceeds a ltmftfng value. adequacy should be based on an ulti-
mate strength criterion. Sfnce the adequate stiffener rigidity for the latter 
criterion. (ls}adequate• can be considerably larger than 1;. these criteria are 
not identical. Consequently. it would not be appropriate si•plv to replace 1; 
with (Is}adequate fn Eqn. 7. 
For this reason. the equation ts restated in ter111s of (ls}adequate and an 
exponent 1/n. where n wtll be chosen such that the following equation is a close 
approxi .. tfon of the theoretical buckling coefficients. 
(k } .. [ ·- ~- -11/n • [(k } - ( } ] + (k } 
w p.s. . Tislaclequate w a.s . kw u.s. w u.s. (8} 
fn which (Is>adequate and n wfll be defined explicitly in the subsequent section. 
(kw>p.s. fs then used in Eqn. 1 to determine the effective width of partially 
stiffened elements. The contribution of the pa~fal stiffener to the ultt .. te 
strenqth of the assellbly ts treated as follows. 
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The magnitude of the deflection of partial edge stiffeners. as shown in 
Fig. 6, d pends largely on the flexural rigidity of the stiffener. Likewise, 
the effectiveness of the stiffener to resist load should also depend on its 
flexural rigidity. For design purposes, it is suggested that the cross-sectional 
area of a partial stiffener be reduced to reflect its reduced effectiveness 
in resisting load. This can be done according to the simole linear expression 
where 
• effective cross-sectional area of stiffener assuming 
it behaves as an adequate stiffener (i.e •• for 
straight lip stiffeners 
(As>eff • deff • t 
in which deff is detenained from Eqn. 1); 
(ls)adequate • minimum required stiffener rigidity necessar,y to 
support adequately the plate and will be explicitly 
defined in the subsequent section. 
(9) 
A comparison of this linear expression with experimental results (Ref. 4) 
has shown it to approximate conservatively the effective cross-sectional area 
of partial stiffeners. 
Unstiffened Element. An unstiffened compression element can be considered as 
a limiting or degenerate case of a partially stiffened element. The equation 
proposed to predict the effective wfdth of partially stiffened elements must, 
therefore, provide a transition between the effective width equations for 
stiffened and unstiffened elements. It has been shown in Ref. 5 that Eqn. 1 
gives good predictions of effective widths of unstiffened elements as well as 
stiffened elements. COnsequently, the procedure outlined here to predict 
effective widths of adequately and partially stiffened elements uses the same 
equation (with an appropriate value for kw)• thereby providing a smooth transi-
tion between the stiffened and the unstiffened elements. 
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~!1.9!....illffener ReQuire.nt 
An adequate edge stiffener. referred to in the foregoing. 1s broadly 
defined as a stiffener of sufficient rigidity so that the plate that it 1s in-
tended to support behavn as a •stiffened CCIIIIPression elllleflt•. This definition 
could be based on one of tw following criteria. The first is the critical 
buckl ina criterion (CBC) for lllhich the adequate stiffener rigidity ts defined 
as that rigidity at Nhich instability is initiated by si.ultaneous stiffener 
and local plate buckling. The second criterion ts the ulti•te st!'!!!Qth 
criterion (USC) for lllhich the adequate stiffener rigidity ts defined as the •tnt-
... rigidity Nhich •kes the ulti•te strength of the longitudinally stiffened 
flange equal to that of an identical flange stiffened by wbs on both edges. 
Crit,cal Buckling Criterion. To obtain a stiffener requi ..... nt based on a 
critical buckling criterion. the stiffener buckl hlfl equation ws solved for 
those stiffener di•nsions for Nhich the pri•ry and secondary local •ini-..s 
(in Fig. 3a) were equal to 4. This represents that stiffener dt•nsion at Nhich 
stiffener buckling and local plate buckling occur si•ltaneously for all asuec:t 
ratios •w· This requi ..... nt is shown graphically in Fig. 14 as (dlt)req• the 
required stiffener depth nondi .. nsionalized with respect to its thickness t. 
For c~rison the current AISI Spectftcatton (Ref. 1) stiffener requi,...nt ts 
also shown in that figure. As expected. they are in good ag.....at stnce thfs 
requi,...nt •s also based in part on a critical buckling criterion. For the 
application of this require.ent. the upper li•it set by the AISI Specification (1) 
for the width to thickness ratio (wit) of the stiffened el .... t ts 60. tlcJwver. 
an extrapolation of the AISI Specification require.ent for wit greater than 60 
ts shown tn Fig. 14 by a dashed ltne. 
Depending upon the •terial yield stress there is a wit ratio below lllhich 
0 < 0 (10) Y cr 
lllhere ocr ts detel'llined frc. Bryan•s critical buckling equation with "' equal 
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to 4. For such cases, an adequate stiffener rigidity is that rigidity at which 
stiffener buckling and material yielding occur simultaneously. The buckling 
stress coefficient for this case is 
a 12(1-v2)(w/t) 2 
k .. ...Y..--..----
w w2E 
and will be less than 4. 
(11) 
The family of curves shown in Fig. 14 is the adequate stiffener rigidity 
for this range, where each curve represents a different yield stress. Since 
the flange remains fully effective up to yielding in this range (i.e •• it does 
not buckle), it is referred to as the fully effective range. For w/t ratios 
beyond this range the flange buckles before reaching oy and, therefore, this 
range is referred to as the post-buckling range. 
Ultimate Strength Criterion. In the fully effective range, the critical buckling 
criterion and ultimate strength criterion are synonymous since critical buckling 
(in the stiffener buckling mode) and the ultimate load at yielding occur simul-
taneously. In the following. a design equation is given for this range which 
is based on the critical buckling criterion. Since the two criteria are synony-
mous in the fully effective range, the design equation should also be valid for 
the ultimate strength criteria. 
To make the proposed stiffener requirement general and applicable to any 
stiffener geometry, it is expressed in terms of the stiffener centroidal moment 
of inertia. nondimensionalized with respect to the plate thickness. i.e •• Is/t4• 
Also, the requirement will be expressed as a function of the w/t ratio normalized 
with respect to (w/t)«, where (w/t)a is that ratio below which the flange is 
fully effective as an adequately stiffened element. By so doing. the stiffener 
requirement in this range can be expressed as one equation rather than a family 
of equations, one for each yield stress. The stiffener requirement in the fully 
effective range can then be approximated by 
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(12) 
in which 
(w/t) • 221/ ~ (1.3) a .,-y 
Eqn. 12 .. s found in Ref. 4 to be a good approxfNtton of the required 
stiffener df.ensions obtained by the critical buckling analysts and is valid for 
hc/t)8 < (w/t) .s. (w/t)a 
where (w/t)8 fs the lfMftfng w/t ratio below which an unstfffened plate el-nt 
reMains fully effective. 
The fo,..t for thfs equation is believed to be appropriate since both the 
flange width and/or yield stress are required to deliMit the post-buckling 
behavior of the flange, ..ttich in turn dictates the degree of support required 
at the stiffened edge. 
For the post-bucklfng range. tt wfll be shown that a stiffener require-
ment, based on a critical buckling criterion (Fig. 14). provides insufficient 
rigidity to conservatively predict ulti .. te strengths of edge stiffened ass..-
bl ies. (Predicted ultf•te strengths are obtained by procedures outlined in 
the previous section.) Therefore, eight ~thetical stiffener requi..-nts, 
identified as I through VIII in Fig. 15, are used to CCJIIIPilre predicted and 
uperiMntal ultiNte strengths. The requireMnt for which the predicted and 
experf•ntal ultiNte strengths are tn best ag.....nt will then be suggested as 
a possible design requireMent. 
The requt,.....ts as sho_. in that figure have a ~n origin coinciding 
with the CBC requi.._...t at (W/t)/(W/t) equal to one and are SfiiPlY arbitrartly 
a 
drawn straight lfnes of inc .... sing slope. The .allest of these corresponds 
approxt•tely to the requireMent based on the critical bucklfng criterion. For 
COIIP8rfson, the C8C and AlSI requi,...nts are also shown in that figure. 
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These SiJIIPle hypothetical stiffener requiranents were chosen for biO 
reasons: (a) There 1s no reliable post-buckling theory that incorporates satis-
factorily the material as ~11 as the geometric nonlinearity, and (b) a SiiiiPle 
design equation can be obtained that leads to conservative. predicted ultimate 
strengths. 
Co!parison of Predicted and Experi .. ntal Ulti .. te Strengths 
To facilitate a comparison of predicted and experi.ental ulti .. te strengths 
t• nondi~~~ensional ratios are used. 
and 
where 
(Pult)l • predicted ulti .. te strength dete~ined by the orocedures 
outlined for adequately. partially. or unstiffened 
eleaents. (whichever is appropriate); 
(Pult)t • experimental ulti .. te strength; 
(14) 
(15) 
and (Pult>a.s. and (Pult>u.s. are predicted ulti.ate strengths for adequately 
stiffened and unstiffened el-nts and are dete~ined by the effective width 
approach previously outlined. 
These ratios no,.Hze the predicted and experi .. ntal ulti .. te strengths 
such that they provide a ... sure of the degree to which the edge stiffener 
supports the flange. That is. ff the ratfos equal one, the ul u .. te strength 
of the edge stiffened flange equals that of an adequately stiffened flange; 
and if they equal zero. the ultiMte strength equals that of an unstfffened 
flange. 
In the following. the experi..ntal and predicted ultiMte strengths are 
c:GIIIPired usfng the above defined ratios. The tests in the fully effective range 
are considered first. foll~ by those in the post-buckling range. 
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Fully Effective Range. For the fully effective range, the experi .. ntal and 
predicted ratios Rc, and R are given in Table 3 and are graphically COIIIPared tn 
Fig. 16. In this range the adequate stiffener rigidity ts based on the critical 
buckling criterion (Eqn. 12), and (k ) is determined by Eqn. 7. w p.s. 
The arithaetic ... ns of the ratios AOfR for partially stiffened el ... nts 
(Is < (ls)adequate> and for adequately stiffened eleMents (Is~ (ls)adequate> 
are 1.03 and l.ll respectively. It ts thus seen for both partially and adequately 
stiffened el ... nts that the agreement between predicted and experimental is 
reasonably good. 
Post-buckling Range. For the post-buckling range, Eqn. 8 ts used to detemine 
(kw>p.s.. several values of n (1 through 5) will be assumed in the following 
COIIParisons of experiMntal and predicted ulti•te strengths. In short, the 
c0111parisons of R and R0 have been extended to deter11ine both a satisfactory edge 
stiffener requi..-nt and a good approxi•tion of (k )P s for that require~~ent. w •• 
As in the comparison of ulti•te strengths for the fully effective range, 
the ratios AOfR are COIIpared. To identify the value for n in these CCJIIPirisons, 
R will be subscripted by the appropriate integer n. 
To deter11ine the co.bination of buckling coefficient and stiffener require-
llerlt ""ich best predicts the experi~~ental ulti•te strengths, it ts arbitrarily 
assUied that the predicted ulti•te strength agrees satisfactorily with the 
experi~~ental if 
0.85 S "o'R S 1.15 (16) 
The IU!ber of tests (both adequately and partially stiffened) that are within 
this interval are given in Table 4 for each a.bination of n and stiffener 
requi.,...nt. 
Fro~~ this COIIparison. it ts apparent that ulti•te strengths are better 
predicted for Requi,...nts v. VI. and VII • stnce the largest IUIIber of tests 
satisfies the above inequal tty for these requt,......ts. These requt ..... nts and 
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their respective values of n are identified in the above ~~~entioned tablP. Thert> 
is no apparent advantage in selecting Requirement VI or VII over V> therefore. 
it appears that Requirement V (with n equal to 4) is suitable for desiqn. 
since it is the opti.un of the three with respect to Neight or material cost. 
The requiraaent ts expressed as 
(17) 
and 1s valid for 
(w/t) > (w/t)u 
Since there are no provisions for the design of partially s~iffened elements 
in the current AISI specification. it is necessary to show the applicability 
of the proposed stiffener requireaent and design procedure for these ele.ents. 
This can be daonstrated by the aritllletic ... n and standard deviation of the 
ratios Rof~ for only the partially stiffened elements. F~ Table 4 the best 
value of n for Requireaent V is 4, and in Table 5 the arithnetic .. an and 
standard deviation for the ratio RafR4 are 1.03 and 14. 71. These are quite 
satisfactory and show that experimental ultimate strengths of partially stiff-
ened el .. nts are well predicted by the proposed design procedures. 
The experiMntal and predicted R ratios, graphically COIIIP&red in Figure 17, 
substantiate the choice of Requirement V based on the statistical evidence. 
It ts pertinent to note that Requi.--nt I, which approxiNtes the CBC Require-
llent, is clearly inadequate for edge stiffened el-nts with large (w/t)/(w/t)u 
ratios. As st.o.n in the figure, the predicted ulti11ate strengths based on 
Requi....ent I and the theoretical variation of buckling coefficient (n • 2) 
are in fair ag...-nt with the experiMntal results for test series E-45.6, 
E-45.6A, and E-45.68 but are in rather poor agreaent for test series E-97.6 
and E-133. This ts not surprising since the foi'Mr tests have (w/t)/(w/t)u 
ratios of about 1.5 which is not far fi'CIII the transition between the fully 
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effective and post-buckling ranges. They are. therefore. not affected signifi-
cantly by changes tn the assu.ed stiffener requtreaent. Stgntftcant deviations 
of predicted frclll experiMntal ultf111te strengths. however. occur for the latter 
test series tn which (w/t)/(w/t)a equals 2.67 and 3.46 respectively. For these 
tests. the predicted ultiMte strengths based on Requt.....,.t I are substantially 
unconservattve. Only by increasing the stiffener requtr.ent. as reca.ended 
above. ts iiiiPro,_..t of the predicted ultt•te strengths attained. 
s .... ry and Concl us tons 
The effective width approach presented herein has been shollm to predict 
satisfactorily the ulti .. te strengths of edge stiffened el ... nts that are either 
adequately or partially stiffened. For those flange widths thAt raain fully 
effective (as an adequately stiffened element). the CBC and USC are syno~us; 
thus. a stiffener requtr..ant based on a CBC leads to satisfactory predictions 
of ultiMite strength. On the other hand. for flange widths that have post-
buckling strength the r.sc and USC are not identical. and considerably larger 
stiffeners are required to provide adequacy for the latter criterion c011pared 
to the foi'Mr. 
Thus. for design ft ts suggested that tn the fully effective range the 
adequate stiffener rtgidtty be deterMined by Eqn. 12 and tn the post-buckling 
range by Eqn. 17. For calculation of ulti•te strengths. Eqn. 1 wtth an 
appropriate buckling coefficient predicts conservatively the effective width~ 
of adequately stiffened. partially stiffened. and unsttffened eleaents. 
One aspect that was not fully investigated tn thts study was local buckl tng 
interaction between wab and flange el..ants. Both the analytical o~nd expert-
Mfttal work were li•ted to those assanblies tn which local tnsto~bil it.y ts 
initiated tn either the flange or stiffener. The analytical 1110del was chosen 
so that web buckling would not initiate local fnstab111ty of the assfillbly. and 
the tests were designed so that the web would not buckle at an. It was 
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thought that local buckling interaction •tght tnfl•nce the post-buckling 
behavior of the flange and. thereby. affect a par .. ter stuQ to assess 
stiffener adequacy. However. the results of a prelt•tnary stuQ recently con-
ducted by the second author (6) indicated that Stiffener Requi...ent V and the 
effective width approach developed here .. Y also lead to conservative predic-
tions of ulti .. te strengths for edge stiffened ass.-blies where local in-
stability is initiated in the web. Further info,...tton on this subject is 
desirable. 
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cross-sectional area of edge stiffeneri 
effective cross-sectional area of an adequate size edge 
stiffeneri 
effective cross-sectional area of a partial edge stiffeneri 
stiffener flat depth plus inside corner radiUSi 
Young's .adulus. 30.000 ksi (210.000 NMVa2)i 
aoaent of inertia of edge stiffener taken about its 
centroidal axis parallel to the flangei 
characteristic stiffener centroidal ..ant of inertia at 
which local plate buckling of the flange and stiffener 
buckling occur siaultaneouslyi 
required 11ini- stiffener aoaent of inertia necessary 
to adequately support flangei 
height of stub colUIIn speciaens. supported length of 
be• speciMnSi 
distance froa concentrated load to support in be• testSi 
experiaental ultiaate bending aoaent of beaa speciaenSi 
experiaental ultiaate coapressive load of stub coluan 
SpeciMnSi 
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predicted ultiMite strength of adequately stiffened ela~tnt; 
predicted ultiMite strength of unstiffened el ... nt; 
predicted ultiMte strength of adequately. partially. or 
unstiffened el.ent (whichever is appropriateh 
nol"'l&ltzed predicted ulti•te strength; 
nol"'l&ltzed experiMntal ultiMite strength; 
flat width of edge stiffener; 
effective flat depth of edge stiffener; 
buckling stress coefficient; 
buckling stress cOefficient fOr edge stiffener; 
buckling stress coefficient for flange; 
buckling stress coefficient for flange that is adequately 
stiffened by an edge stiffener; 
buckling stress coefficient for flange that is partially 
stiffened by an edge stiffener; 
buckling stress coefficient for flange that is unstiffened; 
integer; 
inside corner radius at Juncture of ca.ponent el..-nts of 
test speciMns; 
thickness; 
flat width of flange; 
effective flat width of flange el-nt; 
li•iting flat width of flange below which it is fully 
effective as an adequately stiffened el ... nt; 
H•ittng flat width of flange below which it 1s fully 
effective as an unstiffened el ... nt; 
flat width of web; 
Poisson's ratio; 
stress. ksi (1 ksi • &.g NMV•2); 
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• w 2 2 • critical buckling stress 
12(1-" )(w/t) 
.. tar1al yield stress. ksi (1 ksi • 6.9 NMV•2>• 
flange aspect ratio. 
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TABLE 1 
CIIJSS-SECTIOIW.. DIIENSIOIIS MD TEST RESILTS 
Test Destgnatton w d t web tweb p1 r L ptest u1t fly 
E-hclt)-{d/t) (tn) (tn) (tn) (tn) (tn) (tn) (tn) ktps ks1 
E-21.4-0.0 1.60 0.00 .0747 2.40 .036 .090 10.0 19.4 40.3 
E-21.4-1. 33 1.60 0.10 .0747 2.40 .036 .090 10.0 20.0 40.3 
E-21.4-6.69 1.60 0.50 .0747 2.40 .036 .090 10.0 24.5 40.3 
E-23.9-0.00 2.50 o.oo .1046 3.50 .036 .198 18.0 43.9 47.6 
E-23.9-0.48 2.50 0.05 .1046 3.50 .036 .198 18.0 45.0 47.6 
E-23.9-2.87 2.50 0.30 .1046 3.50 .036 .198 18.0 57.9 47.6 
E-23.9-5.26 2.50 0.55 .1046 3.50 .036 .198 18.0 60.0 47.6 
E-45.6-5.00 3.40 0.37 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 41.0 54.0 
E-45.6-8.05 3.40 0.60 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 46.6 52.7 
E-45.6-10.1 3.40 0.75 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 46.5 52.7 
E-45.6-15.0 3.40 1.12 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 51.0 53.9 
E-45.6-20.1 3.40 1.50 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 49.0 54.0 
E-45.6-24.8 3.40 1.85 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 47.0 55.7 
E-97.6-9.94 6.44 0.66 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 34.7 36.6 
E-97.6-15.0 6.44 0.99 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 34.0 36.6 
E-97.6-18.2 6.44 1.20 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 38.0 36.6 
E-97.6-30.0 6.44 1.98 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 38.0 36.6 
E-133.-9.89 8.77 0.65 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 31.0 33.0 
E-133.-15.0 8.77 0.99 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 36.0 33.0 
E-133.-18.2 8.77 1.20 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 35.5 33.0 
E-133.-25.0 8.77 1.65 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 35.0 33.3 
E-133.-32.0 8.77 2.11 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 39.4 34.7 
E-133.-38.0 8.77 2.50 .066 3.75 .097 30.0 39.0 33.0 
E-45.6A-8.87 3.40 0.66 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 46.5 54.3 
E-45.6A-11 • 1 3.40 0.83 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 49.7 54.3 
E-45.6A-16.5 3.40 1.23 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 49.6 54.3 
E-45.6A-22.1 3.40 1.65 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 50.5 54.3 
E-45.6A-27 .4 3.40 2.04 .0745 2.55 .113 18.0 49.0 54.3 
Test Des1gnatton w d t web LS r L ~est 1t fly 
E-(W/t)-(d/t) (tn) (tn) (tn) (tn) (1n) (tn) (1n) ktp-tn kst 
E-45.68-6.76 3.40 0.50 .0740 5.30 37.3 .111 112. 190. 57.9 E-45.68-8.84 3.40 0.65 .0735 5.30 37.3 .111 112. 190. 57.9 
E-45.68-15.0 3.40 1.12 .0745 5.25 37.3 .111 112. 191. 55.6 
E-45.68-20.0 3.40 1.48 .0740 5.25 37.3 .111 112. 188. 55.0 
1 tn. • 25 .... ; 1 ktp-tn • 11~; 1 kst • 6.1MNf.2; 1 kip • 4.45kN 
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TABLE 2 
CROSS-SECTIONAL DIMENSIONS AND TEST RESULTS 
FROM REFERENCES 3 l 12 
Reference 3 
w/t d/t web/t Cly test• Pu1t t 
ksi kips (in) 
16.8 3.20 32.5 54.7 9.92 .048 
21.0 2.69 39.8 44.1 26.2 .080 
24.1 2.69 46.0 35.6 23.9 .080 
27.3 4.25 58.5 42.6 27.0 .080 
37.7 5.80 37.7 28.0 7.62 .048 
Reference 12 
Test w/t d/t ay Mtest l b1 b2 depth t db d2 LS Series u1t 
ksi kip-in in in in in in in in tn 
8 22.9 3.03 33.1 437. 138. 7.96 7.88 7.91 .1471 0.76 56.0 
8 28.9 7.35 30.2 428. 138. 3.95 3.93 3.97 .0599 0.53 56.0 
8 32.0 5.12 36.2 339. 138. 7.95 8.01 7.95 .1109 0.77 56.0 
8 38.3 10.3 30.2 49.5 138. 5.11 5.09 3.98 .0603 0.78 56.0 
c 33.5 8.33 37.9 146. 96. 4.50 6.10 7.95 .0600 0.97 1.01 36.0 
8 24.0 5.39 35.1 201. 138. 6.03 6.00 5.92 .1082 0.77 56.0 
8 23.6 5.33 36.2 305. 138. 5.98 6.02 7.94 .1091 0.75 56.0 
8 19.2 5.00 35.1 107. 138. 4.97 4.97 3.94 .1070 0.74 56.0 
1 in. • 25.~> 1 kfp • 4.45kH> 1 ksi • 6.911V•2• 1 kip-in • 111Ma 
•detel'llfned f.,. u1tfMte stress and cross-sectional di.ensions reported tn ref. 3. 
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TABLE 3 
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED MD EXPERIMENTAL 




II W/W 1\, Ro'R RiR UsJadequate a 
this study 
21.4 0.00 o.oo .615 .227 * * 
21.4 1.33 .324 .615 .532 1.05 
21.4 6.69 17.8 .615 1.14 1.14 
23.9 0.00 0.00 .746 .215 * * 
23.9 0.48 .061 .746 .291 1.41 
13.9 2.87 .751 .746 1.05 1.28 
23.9 5.26 2.31 .746 1.02 1.02 
Reference 3 
16.8 3.20 15.3 .562 .805 .805 
21.0 2.69 2.32 .631 .878 .878 
24.1 2.69 1.67 .651 .942 .942 
27.3 4.25 .677 .806 .478 .577 
37.7 5.80 .631 .903 .631 .803 
Reference 12 
22.9 3.03 5.77 .596 1.37 1.37 
28.9 7.35 5.49 .719 1.18 1.18 
32.0 5.12 .598 .871 .799 1.04 
38.3 10.3 1.78 .952 .898 .898 
33.5 8.33 1.20 .933 .854 .854 
24.0 5.39 7.62 .643 1.23 1.23 
23.6 5.33 7.54 .643 1.28 1.28 
19.1 5.00 254. .515 1.68 1.68 
Ar-it ... tic MHn 1.03 1.11 




fUllER OF ULTIMATE STRENGTHS ACCURATELY PREDICTE~­
POST -BUCICL IN6 RANGE 
:~ Aequt..-nt 1 2 3 4 5 
I 13 16 17 16 16 
II 15 15 17 17 16 
Ill 14 15 17 17 16 
IV 14 15 17 16 17 
v 14 16 17 18* 17 
VI 14 16 17 18* 18* 
VII 12 13 17 17 18* 
VIII 12 13 15 16 17 
SAMPLE • 25 





CCIIPARISOII OF PREDICTED NID EXPERIMENTAL ll.TIMATE STRENGTHS t 





Partially Stiffened; I5 < (I5)adequlte 1s ~ (ls)aclequate 
Sertes d/t {IsJadequate W/W Ro Ro'~ Ro'~ Rof~ Ro'R4 Ro'~ Ro'R a 
E-45.6 5.00 .167 1.50 .507 2.25 1.23 1.01 .917 .869 g 8.05 .503 .877 1.53 1.29 1.23 1.19 1.17 
10.1 .860 .810 .917 .893 .877 .877 .877 ~ 15.0 1.80 1.02 1.02 20.1 2.83 .943 .943 (II 24.8 3.29 .796 .796 ~ E-97.6 9.94 .478 2.67 .712 1.32 1.08 1.00 .971 .952 
15.0 1.20 .593 .593 s: 
18.2 1.72 .912 .912 9 30.0 3.37 .913 .913 
E-133. 9.89 .366 3.46 .581 1.37 1.01 .909 .870 .840 8 
15.0 .960 .974 1.01 1.00 1.00 .990 .990 z 
'IJ 18.2 1.40 .908 .908 112 
25.0 2.33 .820 .820 liD 
32.0 2.85 1.07 1.07 ! 38.0 4.25 1.18 1.18 
E-45.6A 8.87 .348 1.52 .768 1.84 1.40 1.28 1.22 1.18 
11.1 .566 .919 1.47 1.30 1.24 1~22 1.20 
16.5 1.17 .932 .932 
22.1 1.74 1.05 1.05 
27.4 2.26 1.05 1.05 
E-45.68 6.76 .316 1.58 .752 1.89 1.36 1.21 1.12 1.10 
8.84 .600 .721 1.07 .952 .926 .885 .885 
15.0 1.85 .883 .883 
20.0 3.12 .977 .977 
Artt'-tic Mean 1.46 1.15 1.07 1.03 1.01 .936 
Standard Deviation .426 .185 .155 .147 .143 .138 
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Ftg. 2 Crtttcal Buckl tng Modes 




Ftg. 3 Critical Buckling Coefficient Curves 
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JUMIM..,_ 
Ftg. 5 Mtnt•u. Crtttcal Buckling Coefficients 
Ftg. 6 Post-buckling Behavior: 
Ftn1te E181ent Analysts 
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E·21.4 ; E·23.1 
(tiJ ,,,., _,_, 
E-41.1 
Fig. 7 Cross-sectional Geo.etr,y of SpeciMns 
.. 
Fig. 8 a.. Test Set-up 
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0.7 
Ftg. 9 Collpartson of Expert.ntal end 
Anllyttcal Buckling Coefficients 
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Fig. 12 Cross-sectional aeo.try of Speci•ns 
for Refs. 2 and 12 
Ref. 3 
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Fig. 14 Stiffener Require.ent: 
Crftfca1 Buckling Crfterfon (CBC) 
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Cw/ttl(w/Uo 
Fig. 15 HYPothetical Stiffener Requi~ts: 
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f1g. 16 Coalpar1son of Exper1•nta1 and Predicted 









Ffg. 17 Callparfson of ExperfMntal and Predicted 
Ul t f•te Strengths: Post-bucltl fng Range 
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